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Introduction
There’s plenty of research to show that babies and
children who enjoy a stimulating home environment
learn better and more quickly. So what parents and
caregivers do to lay the groundwork for learning early
on is an investment that pays back throughout the
child’s life.
This book has been specially written for parents to
use with their babies at home. However, it can also be
used by caregivers and workers in daycares and child
care settings. It contains 50 simple activities that can
be done easily with very little equipment, often in
your spare time. It’s not a course to work through. All
the ideas here are suitable for newborns to around
20 months, and in many cases beyond. Some are
more suited to younger babies, and some to older. It’s
obvious which these are. Choose what you and your
baby enjoy. When you find an activity you like, do it
again and again. Babies love repetition and benefit
from it.
Finally, please remember that one of the main aims of
this book is fun. There are few things as delightful or
rewarding as being alongside young children as they
explore, enquire, experiment, and learn. Join them in
their enthusiasm for learning, and enjoy being with
them!
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Birth to 11 months

A NOTE ON SAFETY
Care must be taken at all times when dealing with babies and young children. Common
sense will be your main guide, but here are a few ideas to help you have fun safely.
Babies and young children naturally explore things by bringing them to their mouths. This
is fine, but always check that toys and other objects you use are clean.
Although rare, swallowing objects or choking on them is a hazard. Some children are more
susceptible than others. If you are concerned about choking, buy a choking tester from a
retail baby supply store.
Baby’s lungs are delicate. They need clean air. Never smoke near your baby, and don’t allow
anyone else to do so.
Children are naturally inquisitive, and you will want to encourage this. However, secure
and happy children are often unaware of danger. Your baby needs you to watch out for her.
Make sure you are always there. You can’t watch your baby all the time, but don’t leave her
alone and unsupervised for more than a few minutes at a time. Even when she is asleep,
check on her regularly.
The objects and toys we suggest here have been chosen for their safety. Nevertheless, most
things can be dangerous if they go wrong or are not used properly:
l

Mobiles and toys tied to baby gyms are great to encourage looking and reaching, 		
but check that they are fastened securely.

l

Ribbons and string are fascinating to babies, but

		

they can be a choking hazard. They can also

		

become wrapped around arms, legs, and necks.

l

Babies are natural explorers. They need clean

		

floors. Store outdoor shoes away from areas

		

where your baby will be lying and crawling.

l

If your baby is just learning to balance, either

		

sitting or standing, make sure he has a soft

		

landing. Put a pillow behind babies who are

		

starting to sit. If your baby is starting to crawl

		

or walk, look out for trip hazards.

l

Take care with furniture. Make sure your baby

		

is fastened securely into his high chair. Pad

		

sharp edges of tables and other furniture.
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Birth to 11 months

Let’s Look

D I D YO

K N OW?

making contact
WHAT YOU NEED:
l

No special equipment
for this activity.
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WHAT TO DO:

Young ba
bies focu
s best
on faces
and obje
cts held
between
8–10
inches aw
ay.

1. Sit holding your baby in
your lap, facing you. Rest
your arms on a cushion if
that helps.
2. Make sure your face is near enough for your baby to
see you clearly (but not too close).
3. Talk or sing softly to your baby. Watch your baby’s
face as you do so.
4. As you talk, sometimes open your mouth wide or
stick out your tongue. Watch to see if your baby
copies your expression.
5. Move your head slowly from side to side, and watch
how your baby follows your face with his eyes.
6. Keep talking, singing, and smiling.
Another idea: Put on a hat or a pair of glasses, and
try the same activity again.
What is your baby
learning?

HELPFUL HINTS
It’s common for very young babies to have trouble
making out objects clearly and focusing on them. Make
sure the light is behind your baby and not in his eyes.
Change the expressions on your face slowly and hold
them for a while. You need to give your baby plenty of
time to explore your face with his eyes, and to respond
to your expressions.

Contact with you and
watching your face is
important in learning
to talk. As you do this
activity more, your
baby will probably start
to respond by smiling,
wriggling, and babbling.
Don’t worry if this takes
time; sometimes he’s
just not in the mood.
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First Faces

fun with face patterns
WHAT YOU NEED:
l

l

l

l

a small paper plate
or circle of white
cardboard
a black marker or
crayon
a chopstick, pencil, or
wooden spoon for a
handle
some tape or glue
re?
Ready for mo
face
Make another
this one
puppet. Glue
on the
upside down
th puppets
stick. Use bo
h face your
and see whic
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WHAT TO DO:

D I D YO

U

K N OW?

From the
moment
she is
born, a b
aby’s bra
in is
tuned to
the soun
d of her
mother’s
voice.

1. Draw a face on a paper
plate or a circle of
cardboard. Keep it very
simple—eyes and mouth
are all that’s needed.
2. Glue or tape the face on to
a stick.
3. Put your baby in a baby chair or prop her up with a
pillow.
4. Hold the face puppet close to the baby’s face (8-10”
away).
5. Talk to your baby while you move the face slowly
from side to side. Only move the face a few
centimeters each way. Watch your baby’s eyes and
slow down or stop if she stops following.
6. If the baby reaches out to touch the face, help by
gently guiding her hand.
Another idea: Draw some more faces with different
expressions. Keep them simple.
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HELPFUL HINTS
Don’t move the puppet face too quickly. Move it
gradually closer and farther away, and watch carefully
to find where your baby can see it best. Keep these
sessions short or your baby may become tired.

What is your baby
learning?
Playing this game
will help your baby
recognize faces and
movement and will help
her focus her eyes.
Watch for her to follow
your movements and
respond to the paperplate face by making
sounds, smiling, or
staring.
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Hide and Seek
peekaboo, there you are!
WHAT YOU NEED:
l

a piece of fabric, thin
enough to see through
(examples: a net
curtain, a piece of voile,
a chiffon scarf)

re?
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ric gently
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y’s head
over your bab
ull it off.
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like their
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WHAT TO DO:
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g
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arns to
recogniz
e.

1. Sit your baby in your lap
facing you, or opposite
you in a baby chair.
2. Smile and talk
to your baby. Tell
him about the game.
3. Hold the fabric up between you so your face is
hidden. Keep talking or singing.
4. Slowly lower the fabric so you can see each other,
saying, “There you are!”
5. Don’t go too fast at first—your baby will need time
to understand the concept.
6. Now put the fabric right over your head and slowly
pull it off, talking all the time.
Another idea: Play the same game again, using
thicker fabric, such as a towel.

What is your baby
learning?

HELPFUL HINTS
Watch for signs of agitation and stop at once if your
baby seems not to be enjoying the activity. Very sheer
fabrics can restrict breathing and can be a choking
hazard. Do not allow your baby to play with fabric
without your close supervision.

Playing this game will
help your baby learn to
copy and imitate. Look
for him to respond by
making sounds, smiling,
and waving his limbs.
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Birth to 11 months

HELPFUL HINTS
Your baby might need you to take her hands
and guide them gently to the objects.
Allow your baby plenty of time to lift her head
to look and focus.

What is your baby
learning?
Playing this game will
help your baby learn to
copy and imitate. Look
for her to respond by
making sounds, smiling,
and waving her limbs.

Mirror, Mirror

mirrors and shiny objects
WHAT YOU NEED:
l
l
l

a shallow basket or tray
a baby’s safety mirror
as many shiny objects
as you can find (a metal
serving spoon, a pan
lid, shiny toys)
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Babies
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distractions. Sit your
ple, blac
k on
white.
baby in a baby chair or
prop her up with
a cushion.
2. Place all the shiny objects and the mirror in the
basket.
3. Sit opposite your baby and hold the mirror where
she can look into it. Tap the mirror to encourage her
to reach for it.
4. Sing or chant, “Look (baby’s name), who can I see?
I can see you!” Tap the reflection and then gently
stroke your baby’s face.
5. Offer your baby other shiny things to explore. Look
for reflections and sing again.
6. Allow plenty of time for exploring and repetition.

Another idea: Explore some shiny and reflective
paper and shiny fabric together.
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Rock Star

rocking and feeling safe
WHAT YOU NEED:
l

a blanket or a square of
fleece
re?
Ready for mo
bear or
Rock a teddy
side to
soft toy from
ng the
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1. Sit on the floor with your
knees bent and slightly
apart and your feet firmly
on the floor. Hold your baby
gently facing you, wrapped snugly in a blanket, so
that you can easily look into each other’s faces.
2. Sing this song to your baby. The tune to “Frère
Jacques” fits, but if you like you can choose or make
up your own. Keep it slow and steady.
Rock together, rock together,
Here we go, to and fro.
Rocking very gently, rocking very gently
To and fro, here we go.
3. As you sing the rhyme, rock gently together to the
song. Start and finish gently.
4. Smile and hold the baby’s gaze as you sing and
rock.
Another idea: Sing the song while you rock your
baby in his stroller.

HELPFUL HINTS
If your baby needs extra reassurance, play the game
standing up, holding him closely, snuggled in to your
shoulder. You can also rock with your baby by simply
holding his hands.
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What is your baby
learning?
This game will lead
to the development
of balance and to
expressing feelings.
Watch your baby
carefully to see if he is
looking, concentrating,
showing pleasure, and
later, swaying.
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See Here

copying facial expressions
WHAT YOU NEED:
l
l

a floppy hat
a pair of plastic
sunglasses

re?
Ready for mo
y put
Help your bab
head.
the hat on her
g and then
Sing the son
ff into her
gently tip it o
at on a
lap. Put the h
and sing
teddy or doll
ping off the
the song, tip
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WHAT TO DO:
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U
1. Make sure your baby
is sitting comfortably
Babies fi
nd it eas
and is well supported.
iest
to see th
e
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o
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r
s
Sit opposite your baby
black an
d yellow.
so that your faces are at a
similar level.
2. Give your baby the floppy
hat to feel. Hold out your hand,
and help your baby to pass you the hat.
3. Pop the hat on your head and sing, “Where is
my hat? Where is my hat?” to the tune of “Frère
Jacques.” When baby is looking at you, tip the hat
suddenly off your head, and say, “Gone!”
4. Wait to see if your baby looks at or reaches for the
hat. Play the game again.
5. Try the same game with the sunglasses.

K N OW?

Another idea: Look out for tinsel wigs and novelty
sunglasses from fairs and novelty shops. These are
great for encouraging looking.

HELPFUL HINTS
Your baby may be anxious when your appearance
changes. Go slowly, and keep peeping out from under
the hat so that she can see it’s still you.
Help your baby use two hands together.

What is your baby
learning?
This game helps to
develop attention and
encourages first words.
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Birth to 11 months
HELPFUL HINTS
Your baby may need you to guide his hands gently to
your face or an object. Allow your baby plenty of time
to lift his head to look and focus on you.

Reach Out

reaching and touching
WHAT YOU NEED:
l

a blanket
re?
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arf over
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d let baby
your head an
nd in front
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d help
of a mirror an
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Young ba
bies can’t
see very
far or jud
ge distan
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so be rea
dy to help
in
the early
stages.

1. Hold your baby securely
so he can see your face.
Make sure you have
his attention.
2. Open your mouth wide, and encourage baby to
reach out and touch your face. Praise any movement
he makes toward you with his hands or arms.
3. Now lay your baby on his back, on a blanket on the
floor.
4. Lean over baby until your face is within reach. Talk
to him and encourage him to reach up and touch
your face. Remember to give praise and smiles for
every effort at reaching,
touching, and holding.
Another idea: Hang a
small object around your
neck and lean over so
baby can reach up for it.

What is your baby
learning?
This game will help your
baby learn to reach out
and take turns. Watch
your baby to see if he
is looking at, holding,
or grasping the object
around your neck, and
listen for sounds he
makes.
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